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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 

Nuclear Membrane Ruptures in the Setting of Nuclear Lamin Deficiencies 

 

by  

 

Natalie Yun-Wen Chen 

Doctor of Philosophy in Molecular, Cellular, and Integrative Physiology 

University of California, Los Angeles, 2021 

Professor Stephen G. Young, Chair 

The nuclear lamina is an intermediate filament meshwork lining the inner nuclear membrane and 

is a key component of the nuclear envelope. The nuclear envelope separates the contents of the 

cell nucleus from the cytoplasm and consists of the inner and outer nuclear membranes, nuclear 

membrane proteins, nuclear pore complexes, and the nuclear lamina. The principal protein 

components of the nuclear lamina are lamins A and C (A-type lamins) and lamins B1 and B2 (B-

type lamins). B-type lamins are expressed throughout development, whereas the A-type lamins are 

not expressed until late in development. Mutations in LMNA have been linked to a spectrum of 

human diseases, but only a single disease had been linked to mutations in LMNB1 or LMNB2. 

Several years ago, our group showed that both lamin B1 and lamin B2 are required for neuronal 

migration in the developing central nervous system (CNS), and for the survival of neurons. In the 

developing brain, the processes of neurogenesis and neuronal migration impart considerable 
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mechanical stress on the cell nucleus. Neurogenesis in the ventricular zone of the developing 

cortex depends on interkinetic nuclear migration (INM), an oscillatory movement of nuclei 

between the apical and basal sides of the cell. Once neuronal fate is specified, the migration of 

neurons from the ventricular zone to the cortical plate depends on nuclear translocation 

(nucleokinesis) and passage through confined spaces. In cell culture studies, cell nuclei subjected 

to mechanical stresses (i.e., by physically deforming nuclei or forcing cells to traverse tight 

constrictions) had been shown to cause nuclear membrane (NM) ruptures. The frequency of NM 

ruptures was known to be increased in the setting of nuclear lamin deficiencies but the relevance 

of NM ruptures in cultured cells to pathology in tissues was unknown.  

In this dissertation, my goal was to investigate whether deficiencies in nuclear lamins 

predispose to nuclear membrane ruptures (particularly when the nucleus is subjected to mechanical 

stress during normal physiological processes, such as cell migration) and whether these ruptures 

may result in disease phenotypes. In Chapter 2, we showed that fibroblasts lacking all nuclear 

lamins exhibit spontaneous NM ruptures in vitro that are exacerbated by mechanical stress. In 

Chapter 3, we generated a mouse model with forebrain-specific loss of lamin B1 and expressing a 

nuclear fluorescent reporter, and showed that forebrain-specific loss of lamin B1 results in NM 

rupture and cell death in vivo. We also showed that both lamin B1– and lamin B2–deficient 

neuronal progenitor cells exhibit spontaneous NM ruptures, although the frequency and duration 

of NM ruptures was markedly different. In Chapter 4, we investigated whether overexpression of 

LAP2b (lamina-associated polypeptide 2, β isoform), a LEM-domain protein of the inner nuclear 

membrane, could prevent nuclear lamin–deficient fibroblasts and lamin B1–deficient neurons 

from exhibiting NM ruptures. In tandem, we discovered that reduced expression of LAP2b also 

rendered nuclear lamin–deficient cells more susceptible to NM ruptures. 
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The Nuclear Lamina in Health and Disease 

The nuclear lamina is an intermediate filament meshwork of nuclear lamin proteins underlying 

the inner nuclear membrane of the nuclear envelope. Nuclear lamins, the proteins that make up the 

nuclear lamina supporting the cell nucleus, were discovered more than 35 years ago (1, 2). Since 

then, the structural and genetic properties of these proteins have been thoroughly examined. 

Mutations in LMNA (the gene for lamins A and C) cause more than a dozen human disorders (3, 

4), including muscular dystrophy, lipodystrophy, and premature aging syndromes, such as 

Hutchinson-Gilford progeria syndrome. In contrast, only a single LMNB1 mutation has been 

confirmed to cause human disease (duplication of LMNB1 causing autosomal dominant 

leukodystrophy)(5). While B-type lamins (lamin B1 and lamin B2) were once believed to play 

essential roles, such as mitosis and DNA replication (6–9), in all cells, Drs. Stephen Young and 

Loren Fong generated tissue-specific models of B-type lamin deficiencies that proved to be 

completely viable (10, 11). More importantly, they made a critical discovery that both B-type 

lamins held crucial and independent roles in central nervous system (CNS) development: loss of 

either B-type lamin impaired neuronal migration in the cerebral cortex and the retina—and loss of 

either B-type lamin lead to varying degrees of neuronal death (12–15).  

Forces on the Cell Nucleus During Neuronal Migration 

Investigating the developing brain as a model to study the role of nuclear lamins in neuronal 

migration was intriguing. First, neurons in the developing mouse brain (before E18.5) express 

Lmnb1 and Lmnb2 (the genes for lamin B1 and lamin B2) at high levels, but the expression of 

Lmna (the gene for lamin A and lamin C) is absent (16–19). There is no reason to believe that the 

“natural deficiency” of lamin A and lamin C in cortical neurons would impair neuronal migration, 

but we suspected that a deficiency of one additional nuclear lamin protein (either lamin B1 or 
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lamin B2) might render neurons susceptible to nuclear membrane ruptures (20). Second, the glial-

directed migration of neurons from the ventricular zone (where neurons are born) to their final 

position within the cortical plate, subjects neurons to mechanical stress. The migration of neurons 

is utterly dependent on nucleokinesis—a process by which cytoplasmic motors pull the nucleus 

forward (along microtubules) into the leading edge of the cell. Nucleokinesis is central for two 

developmental processes in the CNS. The first is interkinetic nuclear migration (INM), which is 

required for the birth of new neurons (21). During INM, the nuclei of neuronal progenitors move 

in an oscillatory, cell-cycle–dependent pattern between the apical and basal sides of the ventricular 

zone. Dynein motors tug on the nucleus via nucleoporins within the nuclear envelope. Without 

nucleoporins, apical movement of nuclei is abolished. When nuclear movement is incomplete, 

cell-cycle progression does not occur and neurons are not born. The second form of nuclear 

movement takes place as newborn neurons migrate to their final laminar position in the CNS. In 

this process, the centrosome moves into the leading edge of the cells and cytoplasmic motors pull 

the nucleus towards the centrosome. After the nucleus is pulled forward, the trailing edge of the 

cell remodels, resulting in net forward movement of the neuron (21–25). Multiple cycles of 

nucleokinesis, followed by remodeling of the trailing edge of the cell, results in saltatory 

movement of the neuron to its final position within the cortical plate. The forces required for 

nuclear translocation are exerted on the “linker of nucleoskeleton and cytoskeleton” (LINC) 

complex which is anchored to the nuclear lamina (15, 26–29). 

Coffinier and coworkers discovered, using immunohistochemistry and BrdU birthdating 

experiments, that the glial-directed migration of neurons from the ventricular zone to the cortical 

plate is defective in both Lmnb1- and Lmnb2-deficient embryos (12, 18). The defective migration 

of neurons results in markedly abnormal layering of neurons in the cerebral cortex. Defective 
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neuronal migration is likely caused by ineffective nucleokinesis. Because a deficiency of lamin B1 

or lamin B2 reduces the integrity of the nuclear lamina, the cytoplasmic motors that normally pull 

the nucleus into the leading edge of the cell are ineffective. Rather than moving the nucleus, they 

simply “stretch out” and deform the nucleus (18). Misshapen nuclei are common in the cortical 

plate of Lmnb1–/– and Lmnb2–/– embryos (18). In addition to defective layering of cortical plate 

neurons, there was another noteworthy finding in Lmnb1–/– and Lmnb2–/– embryos—fewer neurons 

and evidence of neuronal cell death (18). Decreased cellularity of the cortical plate was striking in 

E18.5 Lmnb1–/– embryos but subtle in E18.5 Lmnb2–/– embryos (12, 18). While Lmnb1–/– and 

Lmnb2–/– embryos die at birth, forebrain-specific knockout models survive normally. Inactivation 

of Lmnb1 or Lmnb2 in these forebrain-specific knockout models still resulted in a progressive loss 

of neurons. By two months of age, forebrains in forebrain-specific knockout mice were very small 

and the numbers of viable neurons were markedly reduced. In two-month-old forebrain-specific 

Lmnb1/Lmnb2 double-knockout mice, neurons were undetectable (18). Thus, lamin B1 and lamin 

B2 are crucial for the postnatal survival of cortical neurons (12, 18). In neurons, we hypothesized 

that mechanical stresses associated with nucleokinesis result in nuclear membrane ruptures in the 

setting of nuclear lamin deficiencies, and that the interspersion of nuclear and cytoplasmic contents 

ultimately causes DNA damage and neuronal death (Figure 1.1).  

Early Descriptions of Nuclear Membrane Ruptures 

Nuclear membrane ruptures were observed in 2001 by de Noronha et al. (30) while working 

to elucidate how Vpr, a multifunctional HIV-1 protein, affects nuclear–cytoplasmic trafficking. 

They found that overexpression of Vpr in HeLa cells resulted in herniations of nuclear chromatin 

(nuclear blebs) and noted that blebs appeared in segments of the nuclear envelope that were 

deficient in lamin C and nuclear pore complexes. Vpr overexpression was accompanied by 
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ruptures of nuclear membranes, resulting in the escape of nuclear contents into the cytoplasm. 

They assumed that nuclear membrane ruptures originated from the nuclear blebs. In 2006, Cohen 

et al. (31) examined parvovirus-infected fibroblasts and observed evidence of nuclear membrane 

ruptures. Immunofluorescence microscopy studies with antibodies against lamins A/C revealed 

gaps in the nuclear lamina, and electron microscopy studies identified discontinuities in the nuclear 

envelope (31). 

Subsequently, nuclear membrane ruptures were identified in human fibroblasts harboring 

missense or nonsense mutations in LMNA and in cancer cell lines (osteosarcoma cells, HeLa cells) 

(32–34). In 2011, De Vos et al. (32) observed spontaneous nuclear membrane ruptures in 

fibroblasts from patients with LMNA missense mutations (including mutations causing familial 

partial lipodystrophy, cardiomyopathy, and a progeroid disorder). In 2013, Tamiello et al. (33) 

observed nuclear membrane ruptures in fibroblasts from a two-year-old child with a progeroid 

disorder resulting from compound heterozygosity for p.T528M and p.M540T mutations in LMNA. 

The fibroblasts in the latter study contained a nuclear-localized yellow fluorescent protein (EYFP-

NLS), and nuclear membrane ruptures were visualized by the escape of the EYFP-NLS into the 

cytoplasm. Vargas et al. (34) observed spontaneous nuclear membrane ruptures in cultured 

osteosarcoma and HeLa cells, which have baseline abnormalities in nuclear shape and where 

nuclear lamin proteins can be distributed unevenly along the nuclear rim. Using osteosarcoma cells 

that had been transfected with GFP containing a nuclear localization signal (GFP3-NLS), they 

observed, by videomicroscopy, nuclear membrane ruptures in ~8% of the cells, with most ruptures 

undergoing repair within 30 min (allowing for return of GFP3-NLS into the nucleus). The 

frequency of nuclear membrane ruptures increased to ~25% when the cells were transiently 

transfected with an siRNA cocktail against lamin A/C, lamin B1, and lamin B2—or when the cells 
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were stably transfected with a short hairpin RNA (shRNA) against lamin B1(34). These studies 

provided the first clues that nuclear lamin deficiencies could be linked to nuclear membrane 

ruptures or loss of nuclear membrane integrity.  

Nuclear Membrane Rupture Frequency in Cells Subjected to Mechanical Stress 

Several studies have examined the impact of mechanical stress on nuclear membrane ruptures 

(35–37). Harada et al. (38) found that serum-driven migration of lung carcinoma–derived A549 

cells through 3-µm pores resulted in a large increase in caspase 3–positive cell death in the setting 

of lamin-A knockdown. In 2016, Raab et al. (35) found, by videomicroscopy, that bone marrow–

derived mouse dendritic cells expressing a nuclear-localized GFP (NLS-GFP) exhibited nuclear 

membrane ruptures as they migrated through collagen-filled channels containing 5-µm 

constrictions and when the cells migrated within a mouse ear explant. During cell migration, the 

nuclei became deformed, followed by nuclear membrane ruptures, evident from reduced NLS-

GFP in the nucleoplasm and escape of NLS-GFP into the cytoplasm. To define the site of nuclear 

membrane rupture, Raab et al. (35) examined the localization of a GFP-tagged cytoplasmic DNA-

binding probe (cyclic guanosine monophosphate-adenosine monophosphate synthase; cGAS) in 

RPE1 cells as the cells migrated across narrow constrictions. They identified GFP-cGAS foci at 

the leading edge of the cell—the same site where nuclear protrusions were observed. When RPE1 

cells with a lamin A/C knockdown were forced to traverse narrow constrictions, nuclear membrane 

ruptures were accompanied by reduced cell survival.  

At the same time, Denais et al. (36) observed nuclear membrane ruptures in human fibroblasts, 

breast cancer cells, and fibrosarcoma cells migrating in a microfluidic device with 2-µm 

constrictions. They documented nuclear membrane ruptures by the escape of NLS-GFP into the 

cytoplasm and by visualizing the distribution of a GFP containing a nuclear export signal (NES-
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GFP), which is normally confined to the cytoplasm. In the setting of nuclear membrane ruptures, 

NES-GFP appeared in the nucleus. They also observed cGAS at sites of nuclear membrane 

ruptures. Both Raab et al. (35) and Denais et al. (36) found that nuclear membrane ruptures in 

migrating cells were accompanied by an accumulation of fluorescently-labelled 53BP, a protein 

that is recruited to double-stranded DNA breaks and to regions of low chromatin density (37). In 

migrating osteosarcoma cells with nuclear membrane ruptures, Irianto et al. (37) observed 

increased numbers of gH2AX foci in the nucleus and DNA breaks, as well as escape of DNA repair 

factors into the cytoplasm.  

Cytoskeletal–Nuclear Force Transmission Triggers Nuclear Membrane Ruptures 

The transmission of cytoskeletal forces to the nucleus increases the frequency of nuclear 

membrane ruptures. For example, Raab et al. (35) observed that increased force transmission to 

the cell nucleus as mouse dendritic cells migrate through dense extracellular matrices resulted in 

more nuclear membrane ruptures (35). Also, an uncontrolled accumulation of contractile actin 

stress fibers over the cell nucleus (39) resulted in nuclear deformation and increased numbers of 

nuclear membrane ruptures. Conversely, Hatch et al. (40) showed that depolymerizing actin 

filaments with cytochalasin D or latrunculin—or inhibiting the actomyosin network with 

blebbistatin—reduced nuclear membrane ruptures in osteosarcoma cells with a knockdown of 

lamin B1. Additionally, Xia et al. (41) showed that blebbistatin suppressed nuclear membrane 

ruptures when A549 cells (with a lamin A knockdown) migrated through small pores (42). 

Disrupting the (LINC) complex, either by reducing SUN protein expression or by disrupting 

nesprin–SUN protein interactions with a KASH domain, also reduced the frequency of nuclear 

membrane ruptures (40). The LINC complex, located in the perinuclear space, is crucial for 

transmitting forces from the cytoskeleton to the nuclear lamina (29).  
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While multiple studies have documented nuclear membrane ruptures when the nuclear lamina 

is weakened or compromised by reduced expression of nuclear lamins or by the expression of 

mutant nuclear lamin proteins (32–36, 40), my thesis work has helped advanced our knowledge 

on the role of nuclear lamins in nuclear membrane ruptures. At this point we know that fibroblasts 

lacking nuclear lamins exhibit frequent spontaneous nuclear membrane ruptures and DNA 

damage. (43), The impressive vitality of TKO MEFs raised a provocative question: Are nuclear 

membrane ruptures innocuous in living animals or do they adversely affect cell vitality in the 

setting of physiologic or developmental processes in living animals? To define the importance of 

nuclear membrane ruptures in vivo, we investigated migrating neurons in the developing brain. In 

the setting of lamin B1 or lamin B2 deficiency, we hypothesized that the mechanical stress 

associated with nucleokinesis and cell migration could trigger nuclear membrane ruptures and lead 

inexorably to cell death. We investigated this hypothesis in cell culture models and in the 

developing cerebral cortex of mouse embryos. Our studies uncovered, for the first time, a link 

between nuclear membrane ruptures, neuronal survival, and tissue pathology (20).  

Physiologic Relevance of Nuclear Membrane Ruptures 

We doubt that the relevance of ruptures is restricted to the developing brain. Sooner or later, 

we suspect that nuclear membrane ruptures will be shown to be important in the pathophysiology 

of multiple laminopathies, particularly those associated with cell death and overt tissue pathology. 

In recent years, there has been considerable interest in the arterial pathology of Hutchinson-Gilford 

progeria syndrome (HGPS) (44), a progeroid disorder caused by a mutant form of prelamin A 

(progerin) (45–47) that cannot be processed to mature lamin A (45–47). In a 2018 paper, we (48) 

made a seminal observation about nuclear lamin gene expression in the aorta. In medial SMCs, we 

found that the expression of Lmna is quite high, whereas Lmnb1 expression is very low. In HGPS 
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mice, we observed very high levels of progerin protein in the medial SMCs of the aorta but very 

low levels of lamin B1 protein (48). In contrast, both proteins were expressed at high levels in the 

endothelial cells of the arterial intima. We hypothesized that this combination—high levels of 

progerin but low levels of lamin B1—rendered SMCs susceptible to injury in the setting of 

mechanical stress—and that it might be possible to prevent SMC death by blocking transmission 

of cytoskeleton forces to the nucleus. To explore that hypothesis, we examined the effects of 

disrupting the LINC complex in both progerin-expressing SMCs in cell culture and in the aortas 

of HGPS mice. To disrupt the LINC complex, we expressed the KASH (Klarischt/Anc-1, Syne 

Homology) domain of Nesprin2 (KASH2) (48) in SMCs, which interferes with Nesprin–Sun 

protein interactions in the perinuclear space and limits transmission of cytoskeletal forces to the 

nucleus. The hypothesis that interrupting force transmission to the nucleus would ameliorate 

disease phenotypes was confirmed—both in progerin-expressing SMCs in culture and in 

histopathologic studies of HGPS mice (48). In cultured progerin-expressing SMCs, KASH2 

expression eliminated nuclear blebs and markedly reduced DNA damage and, in HGPS mice 

harboring a transgene encoding a Cre-activatable KASH2 domain, activation of KASH2 

expression in aortic SMCs significantly reduced death of SMCs in the medial layer of the aorta 

and reduced the compensatory thickening of the adventitial layer (48). It seems possible that 

nuclear membrane ruptures occur in SMCs and underlie the progressive loss of SMCs in the medial 

layer of the aorta in HGPS mice. This scenario is plausible, particularly since our electron 

microscopy studies (48) uncovered profound morphological defects in the nuclear membranes of 

medial SMCs in aortas of HGPS mice. 

More recently, Earle et al. (49) investigated the relevance of nuclear membrane ruptures to 

myopathy in Lmna–/– mice and gene-targeted mice harboring lamin A/C missense mutations 
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known to cause myopathy in humans. In cultured myotubes (generated from myoblasts isolated 

from the mutant mice), they observed misshapen nuclei, DNA damage, and frequent nuclear 

membrane ruptures. In myofibers harvested from mutant mice, they found that expression of a 

KASH2 domain reduced DNA damage, consistent with our earlier studies (48). They also found 

indirect evidence for nuclear membrane ruptures in myofibers harvested from mice (cGAS foci 

and the presence of heat shock protein 90 in the nucleus). We suggest that future studies of mouse 

models of LMNA-related muscular dystrophies should take advantage of the ROSAtd-Tomato 

transgene (20) and examine, in a more direct fashion, the frequency of nuclear membrane ruptures 

in specific skeletal muscle beds under different experimental conditions. Directly assessing the 

frequency of nuclear membrane ruptures in skeletal muscle beds, combined with quantification of 

dystrophic changes in skeletal muscles, could add considerably to our understanding of the LMNA-

related myopathies. 
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Figure 1.1. Schematic diagram of nuclear membrane rupture. The nuclear lamina (red) is a 

meshwork underlying the nuclear membranes surrounding the nucleus (nucleoplasmic contents 

are denoted by green). With an intact nuclear lamina, even when the nucleus is subject to forces 

from the cytoskeleton or extracellular forces (blue), the nucleoplasmic contents stay localized to 

the nucleus because nuclear membrane integrity is not disrupted. Without a nuclear lamina (or in 

the absence of some nuclear lamins resulting in a functionally compromised nuclear lamina), we 

hypothesized that forces on the nucleus would result in a loss of nuclear membrane integrity as 

judged by the leakage of nucleoplasmic contents (green) into the cytoplasm. This is what we call 

a nuclear membrane rupture. When nuclear membrane integrity is lost, we suspect that the mixing 

of nucleoplasmic and cytoplasmic contents would result in DNA damage within the nucleus (black 

crosses). This is perhaps an underlying mechanism for disease in the setting of nuclear lamin 

deficiencies or defects.  
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Fibroblasts Lacking Nuclear Lamins Do Not Have Nuclear Blebs or Protrusions but 
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Cell Death 
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Increased Expression of LAP2b, an Inner Nuclear Membrane Protein, Eliminates Nuclear 

Membrane Ruptures in Nuclear Lamin–Deficient Neurons and Fibroblasts  
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ABSTRACT 

Defects or deficiencies in nuclear lamins cause pathology in many cell types, and recent studies 

have implicated nuclear membrane (NM) ruptures as a cause of cell toxicity. We previously 

observed NM ruptures and progressive cell death in the developing brain of lamin B1–deficient 

mouse embryos. We also observed frequent NM ruptures and DNA damage in nuclear lamin–

deficient fibroblasts. Factors modulating susceptibility to NM ruptures remain unclear, but we 

noted low levels of LAP2b, a chromatin-binding inner NM protein, in fibroblasts with NM 

ruptures. Here, we explored the apparent link between LAP2b and NM ruptures in nuclear lamin–

deficient neurons and fibroblasts, and we tested whether manipulating LAP2b expression levels 

would alter NM rupture frequency. In cortical plate neurons of lamin B1–deficient embryos, we 

observed a strong correlation between low LAP2b levels and NM ruptures. We also found low 

LAP2b levels and frequent NM ruptures in neurons of cultured Lmnb1–/– neurospheres. Reducing 

LAP2b expression in Lmnb1–/– neurons with an siRNA markedly increased the NM rupture 

frequency (without affecting NM rupture duration), whereas increased LAP2b expression 

eliminated NM ruptures and reduced DNA damage. Consistent findings were observed in nuclear 

lamin–deficient fibroblasts. Reduced LAP2b expression increased NM ruptures, whereas 

increased LAP2b expression virtually abolished NM ruptures. Increased LAP2b expression nearly 

abolished NM ruptures in cells subjected to mechanical stress (an intervention that increases NM 

ruptures). Our studies showed that increasing LAP2b expression bolsters NM integrity in nuclear 

lamin–deficient cells and markedly reduces NM rupture frequency.   

INTRODUCTION 

We recently examined mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) that were homozygous for knockout 
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mutations in the three nuclear lamin genes (Lmnb1, Lmnb2, Lmna) (1). These “triple-knockout 

fibroblasts” (TKO MEFs) lacked nuclear blebs but nevertheless had frequent nuclear membrane 

(NM) ruptures (1). The NM ruptures were associated with increased DNA damage (1). The 

frequency of NM ruptures in TKO MEFs increased when cells were subjected to mechanical stress 

(uniaxial stretching) and decreased when cells were subjected to interventions that interfere with 

the transmission of cytoskeletal forces to the nucleus (1). In follow-up studies, we observed 

frequent NM ruptures, along with DNA damage and cell death, in migrating neurons within the 

cortical plate of lamin B1–deficient mouse embryos (2). Cortical plate neurons are particularly 

susceptible to NM ruptures because neuronal migration subjects the cell nucleus to mechanical 

stress (2) and because embryonic neurons do not express lamin A or lamin C (3-6). In the studies 

of TKO MEFs and Lmnb1–/– neurons (1, 2), NM ruptures were identified by the escape of a 

nuclear-localized fluorescent reporter into the cytoplasm. 

In our studies of NM ruptures in TKO MEFs (1), the outline of the cell nucleus was visualized 

with an antibody against the inner nuclear membrane protein LAP2b (lamina-associated 

polypeptide 2, β isoform). LAP2b contains a transmembrane helix that anchors it to the inner 

nuclear membrane (7–9), and it interacts, via nucleoplasmic LEM (LAP2, emerin, Man1) domains 

(10, 11), with the DNA-bridging protein BAF (barrier-to-autointegration factor). This LEM–BAF 

complex is thought to tether chromatin to the nuclear periphery (12). In TKO MEFs, we found, by 

confocal microscopy, reduced amounts of LAP2b in TKO MEFs with NM ruptures. In those cells, 

there were also gaps in the distribution of LAP2b along the nuclear rim (1). In TKO MEFs without 

NM ruptures, LAP2b was distributed evenly along the nuclear periphery (1). In our initial study 

of TKO MEFs (1), we focused on the impact of mechanical stress on NM ruptures and did not 

pursue the possibility that LAP2b expression might modulate susceptibility of cells to NM 
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ruptures.  

In the current studies, we investigated the possibility of a link between LAP2b expression and 

NM ruptures in nuclear lamin–deficient cells. We had two goals. The first was to investigate the 

potential association between abnormalities in LAP2b expression and distribution and NM 

ruptures—both in tissues of a nuclear lamin–deficient mouse and in a second nuclear lamin–

deficient cell line. We began by studying the developing brain of Lmnb1–/– embryos. We reasoned 

that we would be able to assess LAP2b expression, LAP2b distribution, and NM ruptures in 

migrating neurons of the cortical plate (where cells are subjected to mechanical stress during 

neuronal migration) and in the germinal cells of the ventricular zone (where cells have not 

migrated) (2). We further reasoned that Lmnb1–/– embryos would be a useful source of primary 

neurons for cell culture studies of NM ruptures (2). 

Our second goal was to examine whether LAP2b expression levels in nuclear lamin–deficient 

cells are directly relevant to the susceptibility to NM ruptures. Specifically, we wanted to test the 

hypothesis that manipulating LAP2b expression levels would change NM rupture frequency. 

Initially, we were skeptical that we would find any effect of LAP2b expression levels. Earlier 

studies identified indirect effects of other LEM domain proteins on the repair of NM ruptures (12–

16), but no one had considered the idea that altering LAP2b expression levels would influence the 

frequency of NM ruptures. Despite our initial skepticism, we tested whether manipulating LAP2b 

expression would affect the frequency of NM ruptures in TKO fibroblasts and Lmnb1–/– neurons. 

To our surprise, we found that reducing LAP2b expression levels markedly increased the 

frequency—but not the duration—of NM ruptures. Increasing LAP2b expression virtually 

abolished NM ruptures.  
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RESULTS 

NM ruptures and LAP2b distribution in cortical neurons of Lmnb1-deficient mouse 

embryos. We bred Lmnb1fl/fl mouse embryos (17) harboring the forebrain-specific Emx1-Cre 

transgene (18) and a nuclear-targeted ROSAnT-nG transgene (2). The ROSAnT-nG transgene 

produces a tdTomato fluorescent reporter in the absence of Cre and GFP in the presence of Cre 

(Fig. 1A–B). In E18.5 Lmnb1fl/fl ROSAnT-nG embryos (where lamin B1 expression is normal), the 

ROSAnT-nG reporter was located in the nucleus and LAP2b was distributed evenly along the 

nuclear rim (Fig. 1C). In migrating neurons in the cortical plate of Emx1-Cre Lmnb1fl/fl ROSAnT-

nG embryos (where lamin B1 is absent), numerous NM ruptures were present, evident by escape 

of the fluorescent reporter into the cytoplasm (Fig. 1D). Also, the levels of LAP2b were reduced 

and/or unevenly distributed along the nuclear rim (Fig. 1B and D). In the germinal cells within the 

ventricular zone (which are not subjected to stresses of cell migration), we did not observe clear 

examples of NM rupture (the reporter was largely confined to the nucleus) (Fig. 1D). Also, LAP2b 

expression was robust and distributed evenly along the nuclear rim in ventricular zone cells (Fig. 

1D). In cortical plate neurons of Emx1-Cre Lmnb1fl/fl ROSAnT-nG embryos, we observed increased 

amounts of caspase 3, a marker of apoptotic cell death (Fig. 1E). Caspase 3 staining was absent in 

cells of the ventricular zone (Fig. 1E).  

In 3.5-month-old Emx1-Cre Lmnb1fl/fl ROSAnT-nG mice, LAP2b levels in the cerebral cortex 

were much lower than in wild-type mice, and the LAP2b was often distributed unevenly along the 

nuclear rim (SI Appendix, Fig. S1A–B).  

Neurons harvested from the cerebral cortex of Lmnb1–/– embryos have frequent NM 

ruptures and reduced amounts of LAP2b. Neuronal progenitor cells from Lmnb1+/+ (wild-type; 
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WT) and Lmnb1–/– (lamin B1 knockout; B1KO) were cultured as neurospheres and allowed to 

differentiate. In WT neurons, there was some variation in LAP2b levels but the protein was always 

distributed evenly along the nuclear rim. In some B1KO neurons, LAP2b was present in reduced 

amounts or was distributed unevenly (Fig. 2A). The reduced amounts of LAP2b  in B1KO neurons 

may have been due, at least in part, to reduced levels of LAP2b transcripts (Fig. 2B). In B1KO 

neurons with a NM rupture, LAP2b staining was less intense and/or was distributed unevenly 

along the nuclear rim (Fig. 2C). Confocal microscopy revealed that LAP2b distribution in B1KO 

nuclei was polarized, with disproportionate amounts of LAP2b located on the side of the nucleus 

closest to the centrosome (SI Appendix, Fig. S2).  

In cortical plate neurons of E18.5 Emx1-Cre Lmnb1fl/fl embryos, both LAP2b and lamin B2 

were distributed disproportionately to one side of the nucleus (SI Appendix, Fig. S3A). LAP2b and 

lamin B2 were also distributed to one side of the nucleus in cultured B1KO neurons (SI Appendix, 

Fig. S3B). To assess the distributions of LAP2b and lamin B2 across the nuclear area, individual 

nuclei were analyzed uniaxially and the fluorescence intensities of LAP2b and lamin B2 were 

quantified along the diameter of the cell nucleus in the direction of polarization (SI Appendix, Fig. 

S4A). In wild-type neurons, all nuclei had even distributions of LAP2b and lamin B2 (SI Appendix, 

Fig. S4B). In the majority of B1KO neurons, LAP2b and lamin B2 were polarized towards the 

same half of the cell nucleus (SI Appendix, Fig. S4C). 

Knocking down LAP2b expression in B1KO neurons increases NM ruptures. To explore the 

association between NM ruptures and LAP2b expression, we knocked down LAP2b expression in 

WT and B1KO neurons with siLAP2b (a Tmpo-specific small-interfering RNA). In parallel, 

neurons were also treated with a control siRNA (siControl). LAP2b transcript levels in siLAP2b-
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transfected neurons were reduced by ~50% (Fig. 3A), and reduced amounts of LAP2b in the cell 

nucleus were apparent by immunofluorescence microscopy, consistent with transcript levels (Fig. 

3B). Reduced LAP2b expression increased numbers of B1KO neurons that exhibited at least one 

NM rupture during video microscopy (91.8% of 150 siLAP2b-transfected neurons imaged total in 

3 independent experiments had at least one NM rupture vs. 64.6% of 125 control siRNA–

transfected neurons imaged in 3 independent experiments) (P < 0.0005; χ2 test) (Fig. 3C). Reduced 

LAP2b also increased the total number of NM ruptures (502 ruptures in 150 siLAP2b-transfected 

neurons vs. 167 ruptures in 125 control siRNA–transfected neurons) (P < 0.05; unpaired Student’s 

t-test) (Fig. 3D). Of note, knocking down LAP2b expression reduced the time between NM 

ruptures (P < 0.0005; unpaired Student’s t-test) (Fig. 3E) but had little or no effect on NM rupture 

duration (Fig. 3F). Increased numbers of NM ruptures were apparent by confocal microscopy (Fig. 

3G). The vast majority of neurons with NM ruptures ruptured and repaired during continuous video 

microscopy (obviating any concerns that apoptotic cells were counted as NM ruptures). The larger 

numbers of NM ruptures in siLAP2b-transfected B1KO neurons were accompanied by increased 

apoptotic cell death (as judged by caspase 3 staining) (Fig. 3H). Reduced LAP2b expression 

affected NM rupture frequency only in B1KO neurons. Transfection of WT neurons with siLAP2b 

resulted in reduced amounts of LAP2b in the cell nucleus by immunofluorescence microscopy (SI 

Appendix, Fig. S5A), but we found no NM ruptures in >100 siLAP2b-transfected WT neurons 

during 20 h of imaging ( SI Appendix, Fig. S5B). 

Overexpressing LAP2b  abolishes NM ruptures in B1KO neurons. To examine the effect of 

increased LAP2b expression on NM ruptures, we transduced NLS-GFP–expressing B1KO 

neurons with a lentivirus encoding a LAP2b-tdTomato fusion protein. The transduced B1KO 
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neurons were not subjected to drug selection; hence, some cells expressed the fusion protein while 

others did not. After 48 h, the cells were stained with a LAP2b-specific antibody (to assess total 

levels of LAP2b) and imaged by confocal microscopy. The binding of the LAP2b antibody (as 

judged by the ratio of LAP2b pixel intensities to nuclear area) was significantly greater in the 

LAP2b-tdTomato–transduced cells (n = 85) than in nontransduced cells (P < 0.0001; unpaired 

Student’s t-test) (Fig. 4A). In the LAP2b-tdTomato–transduced cells, LAP2b staining was 

detectable along the entire circumference of the nucleus (Fig. 4B).  In nontransduced cells, LAP2b 

staining was less intense and was distributed unevenly along the nuclear rim (Fig. 4B). LAP2b-

tdTomato expression did not alter nuclear shape. 

To assess the effect of LAP2b-tdTomato expression on NM integrity, we counted NM ruptures 

in nontransduced and LAP2b-tdTomato–transduced B1KO neurons (Fig. 4C; SI Appendix, Movies 

S1 and S2). By live-cell microscopy, 60.6% of 148 nontransduced B1KO neurons analyzed over 

3 independent experiments had at least one NM rupture (P < 0.0005; χ2 test) (Fig. 4D). Some of 

the nontransduced B1KO neurons had more than one rupture (142 NM ruptures were observed in 

the 148 neurons) (P < 0.0005; unpaired Student’s t-test) (Fig. 4E). In contrast, no NM ruptures 

were detected in 101 LAP2b-tdTomato–transduced B1KO cells (Fig. 4D–E). LAP2b-tdTomato 

expression protected B1KO neurons from DNA damage (Fig. 4F–G). Only 2.4% of 240 LAP2b-

tdTomato–transduced B1KO neurons had gH2AX foci in the nucleus, whereas >80% of 156 

nontransduced B1KO neurons analyzed had nuclear gH2AX foci (P < 0.0005; χ2 test) (Fig. 4F). 

We assessed gH2AX foci in a mixed population of nontransduced and LAP2b-tdTomato–

transduced B1KO neurons; gH2AX foci were rare in 240 LAP2b-tdTomato–expressing B1KO 

neurons but frequent in 156 nontransduced cells (Fig. 4G).  
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Reducing LAP2b expression in TKO MEFs results in more NM ruptures and cell death. 

Transfection of WT and TKO MEFs with siLAP2b decreased LAP2b transcript levels by 50–60% 

(Fig. 5A), and microscopy revealed reduced amounts of LAP2b in the nucleus, consistent with the 

transcript levels (Fig. 5B). Reducing LAP2b expression in TKO MEFs increased the percentage 

of cells with NM ruptures: 27.7% of siLAP2b-transfected TKO MEFs (210 total cells counted in 

three independent experiments) had NM ruptures, whereas only 16.7% (140 total cells counted in 

three independent experiments) of control siRNA–transfected cells had a NM rupture (P = 0.009; 

χ2 test). Some TKO MEFs had more than one NM rupture; we detected 213 NM ruptures in 210 

siLAP2b-transfected cells but only 58 ruptures in the 140 control siRNA–transfected cells (P < 

0.05; unpaired Student’s t-test) (Fig. 5C–D). The duration of NM ruptures in control siRNA–

transfected and siLAP2b-transfected TKO MEFs was similar (Fig. 5E). In 60 siLAP2b-transfected 

TKO MEFs with at least one NM rupture, 16 of the cells died during 20 h of imaging whereas the 

remainder survived, only 1 of 23 control siRNA–transfected TKO MEFs with a NM rupture died 

(P = 0.009; χ2 test) (Fig. 5F). The increased frequency of NM ruptures in siLAP2b-transfected 

TKO MEFs (Fig. 5G) was accompanied by increased DNA damage (25.4% of siLAP2b-

transfected TKO MEFs had nuclear gH2AX foci vs. only 12.8% of TKO MEFs transfected with 

the control siRNA) (Fig. 5H).  

Increased LAP2b expression in TKO MEFs abolishes NM ruptures and reduces DNA 

damage. We transduced NLS-GFP–expressing TKO MEFs with the LAP2b-tdTomato lentivirus, 

resulting in a 32.3% increase in LAP2b transcript levels (P = 0.0079; unpaired Student’s t-test) 

(Fig. 6A). We analyzed transduced NLS-GFP–expressing TKO MEFs with high levels of LAP2b-

tdTomato expression (cells in the top 10 percentile for both GFP and tdTomato fluorescence). 
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LAP2b-tdTomato had no effect on nuclear shape. In three independent experiments (>100 cells 

counted/group), ~24.5% of nontransduced TKO MEFs exhibited one or more NM ruptures vs. only 

0.85% of LAP2b-tdTomato–transduced cells (P < 0.0001; χ2 test) (Fig. 6B). We observed a total 

of 69 NM ruptures in 141 nontransduced TKO MEFs but only 1 rupture in 103 LAP2b-tdTomato–

transduced cells (P = 0.0055; unpaired Student’s t-test) (Fig. 6C). The lower number of NM 

ruptures in LAP2b-tdTomato–transduced TKO MEFs was accompanied by reduced DNA damage. 

In 50 nontransduced cells, we observed 14 cells with gH2AX foci. In 101 LAP2b-tdTomato–

transduced TKO MEFs, we observed only 5 cells with gH2AX foci (P < 0.0001; χ2 test) (Fig. 6D). 

The fact that increased LAP2b expression prevented NM ruptures in TKO MEFs suggested that 

increased LAP2b expression bolsters the integrity of nuclear membranes. If this were the case, we 

reasoned that LAP2b overexpression in TKO MEFs would protect against NM ruptures in the 

setting of mechanical stress. To test this possibility, we counted NM ruptures in nontransduced 

and LAP2b-tdTomato–transduced TKO MEFs under static conditions (Fig. 6E) and under uniaxial 

stretching (Fig. 6F). As expected (1), stretching nontransduced TKO MEFs increased the 

frequency of NM ruptures (52.2% of stretched cells vs. 17% of cells tested under static conditions) 

(Fig. 6E–G). No NM ruptures were detected in LAP2b-tdTomato–expressing TKO MEFs under 

static conditions (195 cells scored) (P < 0.0001; χ2 test) (Fig. 6E and G). When the TKO MEFs 

were subjected to uniaxial stretching, we observed three cells (from a total of 198 cells) with a NM 

rupture (P < 0.0001; χ2 test) (Fig. 6F–G). Remarkably, NM rupture frequency in LAP2b-

tdTomato–expressing TKO MEFs under stretching conditions (3 NM ruptures in 198 cells) was 

much lower than the NM rupture frequency in nontransduced TKO MEFs under static conditions 

(29 NM ruptures in 172 cells). 
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DISCUSSION 

In earlier studies of TKO MEFs (1), we observed that LAP2b was present in reduced amounts or 

was abnormally distributed in cells with NM ruptures (1, 19). Initially, we thought that the finding 

might be inconsequential and simply represented another example of a nuclear envelope protein 

whose expression pattern was altered by a deficiency of a nuclear lamin (17, 20–25). In the end, 

however, we investigated this finding further, motivated by the fact that the abnormality in LAP2b 

distribution was not observed in every TKO fibroblast but was restricted to cells with NM ruptures 

(1). We hypothesized that LAP2b expression might actually influence the structural integrity of 

nuclear membranes. Our first goal was to determine if the association of NM ruptures with reduced 

LAP2b was a peculiarity of TKO MEFs. We began by studying the forebrain of lamin B1–deficient 

mouse embryos. We had shown previously that lamin B1 deficiency disrupts the migration of 

neurons to the cortical plate and reduces neuronal survival (2, 17). Neuronal migration depends on 

nucleokinesis, a process in which the nucleus is pulled by cytoplasmic motors into the leading 

edge of the cell (26, 27). In the setting of lamin B1 deficiency, we suspected that the forces of 

nucleokinesis might induce NM ruptures. Indeed, NM ruptures were widespread in lamin B1–

deficient cortical plate neurons. Moreover, virtually all cortical plate neurons had low levels of 

LAP2b and/or gaps or irregularities in LAP2b distribution. In contrast, LAP2b levels and 

distribution were normal—and NM ruptures were absent—in the germinal cells of the ventricular 

zone. We also observed frequent NM ruptures, accompanied by low levels of LAP2b and/or gaps 

in LAP2b  distribution, in cultured Lmnb1–/– neurons. Thus, the association between NM ruptures 

and LAP2b abnormalities was not a peculiarity of TKO MEFs.  

Our second objective was to determine whether manipulating LAP2b expression would 
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modulate the frequency of NM ruptures. In both Lmnb1–/– neurons and TKO MEFs, knocking 

down LAP2b expression resulted in more frequent NM ruptures and more DNA damage. 

Conversely, transducing Lmnb1–/– neurons and TKO MEFs with a LAP2b-tdTomato lentivirus 

virtually abolished NM ruptures. We suspected that higher levels of LAP2b expression bolstered 

the integrity of nuclear membranes. This suspicion was strongly supported by studies in which 

TKO MEFs were subjected to mechanical stretching. We found frequent NM ruptures in 

nontransduced TKO MEFs under static conditions, but the rupture frequency increased markedly 

when the cells were stretched. In LAP2b-tdTomato–transduced TKO MEFs, NM ruptures were 

abolished under static conditions and were extremely rare when the cells were stretched.  

LEM domain proteins (9) have been implicated in the repair of NM ruptures (12–14, 16). 

Cytosolic barrier-to-autointegration factor (BAF) binds to chromatin at sites of NM ruptures and 

leads to rapid binding of several LEM domain proteins but not LAP2b (13, 16). LEMD2 binding 

to sites of NM ruptures was prolonged and led to recruitment of ESCRT-III nuclear membrane 

repair proteins (16). Recently, Young et al. (12) examined the duration of NM ruptures in a human 

osteosarcoma cell line in which lamin B1 expression had been knocked down with a shRNA. 

Depleting BAF—or depleting emerin or LEMD2—in those cells prolonged the duration of NM 

ruptures. In our studies, knocking down LAP2b expression in Lmnb1–/– neurons and TKO MEFs 

increased NM rupture frequency without affecting NM rupture duration. The observation that 

LAP2b expression levels did not alter NM rupture duration could relate to the fact that 

LAP2b, unlike other LEM domain proteins, did not associate with BAF at sites of NM ruptures in 

NIH3T3 cells (13, 16).  

The fact that LAP2b expression prevented NM ruptures in TKO MEFs in response to 
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mechanical stretching suggested that LAP2b, either by itself or by associating with BAF and 

nuclear chromatin, bolsters the integrity of nuclear membranes in nuclear lamin–deficient cells. 

Our findings provide fresh insights into factors that modulate NM rupture frequency in nuclear 

lamin–deficient cells, but they also pose new questions. For example, does the protection against 

NM ruptures by LAP2b require its LEM domains? Would overexpression of other LEM domain 

proteins (e.g., MAN1, emerin, LEMD2) also reduce NM rupture frequency? Would 

overexpression of other NM proteins—even those without LEM domains or chromatin-binding 

properties—influence NM rupture frequency? All of these questions need to be addressed in future 

studies.  

The most important and most surprising discovery in the current studies is that a LAP2b-

tdTomato fusion protein prevents NM ruptures in Lmnb1–/– neurons and TKO MEFs. The Lmnb1–

/– neurons express lamin B2 and extremely low levels of lamins A/C (3–5). Whether the ability of 

the LAP2b-tdTomato to prevent NM ruptures in Lmnb1–/– neurons depends on the expression of 

the remaining nuclear lamins in those cells is unknown. Also, we would point out again here [as 

we have in the past (28)] that the TKO MEFs that we created contained the original Lmna knockout 

allele from Sullivan et al. (24). That knockout allele yields low amounts of an internally truncated 

lamin A that lacks amino acid sequences encoded by exons 8–11 (29). Those sequences have been 

reported to mediate interactions with LEM domain proteins (29). Thus far, we have not tested 

whether the capacity of the LAP2b-tdTomato fusion protein to abolish NM ruptures in TKO MEFs 

requires the expression of the internally truncated lamin A. These issues also need to be 

investigated in future studies.  
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Mouse studies. Forebrain-specific Lmnb1 knockout mice harboring a ROSAnT-nG fluorescent 

reporter (Emx1-Cre Lmnb1fl/fl ROSAnT-nG) were generated as described (2). Mice were fed a chow 

diet and housed in a virus-free barrier facility with a 12-h light-dark cycle. All mouse studies were 

carried out according to the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals of the National 

Institutes of Health. Animal protocols were reviewed and approved by the Animal Research 

Committee of the University of California, Los Angeles.  

Immunohistochemistry. Mouse tissues were prepared for immunohistochemical studies as 

described (30). Adult and embryonic brains were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde in phosphate-

buffered saline (PBS) for 2 h at room temperature; incubated in 30% sucrose in PBS at 4°C 

overnight; and then frozen in O.C.T. (Tissue-Tek, Sakura Finetek). Sections (10-µm-thick) were 

fixed for 5 min in 4% paraformaldehyde or ice-cold methanol, followed by five dips in acetone 

and permeabilization with 0.1% Tween-20. Background staining with mouse antibodies was 

reduced with the Mouse-on-Mouse Kit (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA). Tissue sections 

were blocked with 2.5% horse serum for 1 h at room temperature and incubated overnight at 4°C 

with primary antibodies at the dilutions indicated in Table S2. Alexa Fluor 488– and Alexa Fluor 

568–conjugated secondary antibodies (Molecular Probes, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) were used at 

a 1:2000 dilution; DyLight 649–conjugated streptavidin (Vector Laboratories) was used at 5 

µg/ml. Following DAPI staining, sections were mounted with Prolong Gold antifade (Invitrogen), 

and images were recorded with a Zeiss LSM700 laser-scanning microscope with Plan Apochromat 

20´/0.80 objective (air) or Plan Apochromat 100´/1.40 oil-immersion objectives. Images along 

the z-axis were processed by Zen 2010 software (Zeiss). 
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Cell Culture Models. Neuronal progenitor cells (NPCs) from E13.5 mouse embryos (derived 

from intercrosses of Lmnb1+/– mice) were used to generate Lmnb1+/+ (wild-type; WT) and Lmnb1–

/– (lamin B1 knockout; B1KO) neurospheres. Explants from the cerebral cortex were placed in 

DMEM/F-12 medium (Corning) and dissociated with TrypLE Select (Gibco); the NPCs were 

resuspended in DMEM/F-12 (Corning). Neurospheres were generated by culturing NPCs in 

DMEM/F-12 medium containing 2% B-27 Supplement (ThermoFisher), 100 U/ml penicillin, and 

100 μg/ml streptomycin at 37°C in 5–7% CO2. Neurospheres were supplemented with 3 µl of a 

heparin-EGF-FGF mixture for every ml of medium. Briefly, fibroblast growth factor (FGF) 

resuspended in PBS with 0.1% bovine serum albumin (BSA; Sigma) was mixed with embryonic 

growth factor (EGF) (ThermoFisher) that had been resuspended in PBS containing 10% BSA. The 

EGF and FGF solution was diluted in DMEM/F-12 (Corning) and mixed with heparin sodium salt 

(Sigma-Aldrich) that had been resuspended in DMEM/F-12.  

We also transduced Lmnb1+/+ and Lmnb1–/– neurons with a lentivirus encoding a mouse 

LAP2b-tdTomato fusion protein. To create the LAP2b-tdTomato fusion protein, the FUtdTW 

plasmid (#22478; Addgene) was digested with BamHI and XbaI and gel-purified. A Tmpo cDNA 

was amplified from mouse cDNA with the CloneAMP HiFi PCR Kit (Takara Bio), forward primer 

5¢-ACGAGATGCCGGAGTTCCTAGAG-3¢, and reverse primer 5¢-

CAATGCAGCACTAACTTTACTGAGGTG-3¢. The Tmpo insert was purified with UltraClean15 

(Qiagen; Germantown, MD) and introduced into the FUtdTW vector with the InFusion Cloning 

Kit (Takara Bio). The integrity of the plasmid encoding the LAP2b-tdTomato fusion was 

documented by DNA sequencing. Packaging of the lentivirus and cell transductions were 

performed by UCLA’s Vector Core.  

Triple-knockout (TKO) MEFs (Lmna–/– Lmnb1–/– Lmnb2–/–) were created by Jung et al. (28) 
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by incubating Lmna–/–Lmnb1fl/flLmnbfl/fl MEFs with a Cre adenovirus. They also generated TKO 

keratinocytes. Jung et al. (28) emphasized that their TKO cells were generated with the first Lmna 

knockout allele created by Sullivan et al. (24). Jahn et al. (29) discovered that the Lmna knockout 

allele yielded Lmna transcripts with an in-frame deletion of sequences derived from exons 8–11. 

This mutant Lmna transcript resulted in the production of an internally truncated lamin A protein 

lacking several domains important for protein interactions, including interactions of lamin A with 

LEM domain proteins (29). Consistent with the report by Jahn and coworkers (29), Jung et al. (28) 

documented, by western blotting and immunohistochemistry, low levels of the internally truncated 

lamin A in their TKO cells. Subsequently, the properties of the TKO MEFs produced by Jung et 

al. (28) were studied by Chen et al. (1). As part of the latter studies, TKO MEFs were transduced 

with a lentiviral vector encoding a nuclear-localized GFP (NLS-GFP) (31). NLS-GFP–expressing 

TKO MEFs did not have nuclear blebs but displayed a high frequency of NM ruptures (1). In the 

current studies, we transduced the NLS-GFP–expressing TKO MEFs with the LAP2b-tdTomato 

lentivirus described earlier.  

Neuronal Differentiation. Cultured neurospheres were removed with polyethylene pipets (Fisher) 

and pipetted into a single drop of laminin (Sigma-Aldrich) on poly-L-ornithine–coated plates. 

Neurospheres were allowed to settle for 30 min at 37°C and then incubated in DMEM/F-12 

containing 2% B-27 Supplement, 100 U/ml penicillin, and 100 μg/ml streptomycin. Neurospheres 

were allowed to differentiate for up to 30 days.  

Immunocytochemistry. Neurons that had been differentiated on coverslips were fixed with 4% 

paraformaldehyde in PBS or ice-cold methanol, dipped once in acetone, and permeabilized with 

0.2% Triton. The fixed cells were then stained with antibodies listed in Table S2 and processed for 

confocal immunofluorescence microscopy (32). Confocal images were recorded with either a 
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Zeiss LSM700 laser-scanning microscope as described earlier or with a Zeiss LSM800 laser-

scanning microscope with a 20´/0.80 objective (air). Images along the z-axis were processed with 

Zen 2010 or Zen Blue 2.3 software (all from Zeiss). All images shown in this paper are maximum 

intensity projections of z-stacks. 

Quantitative RT-PCR. RNA was isolated from undifferentiated and differentiated neurospheres, 

treated with DNase I (Ambion), and reverse-transcribed with random primers, oligo(dT), and 

SuperScript III (Invitrogen). qPCR reactions were performed on a 7900 Fast Real-Time PCR 

system (Applied Biosystems) with SYBR Green PCR Master Mix (Bioline). Transcript levels were 

determined using the comparative cycle threshold method and normalized to levels of cyclophilin 

A transcripts. Primers are listed in Table S1.  

siRNA transfections. In some studies, neurospheres that had been differentiated for 5 days were 

transfected with a MISSION esiRNA (endoribonuclease prepared siRNA) against mouse Tmpo 

(MilliporeSigma) (sequence in Table S3) with MISSION siRNA Transfection Reagent 

(MilliporeSigma). MEFs were allowed to adhere before being transfected with the esiRNA and 

transfection reagent.  

Image Analysis. To quantify LAP2b fluorescence intensity in Lmnb1–/– neurons that had been 

transduced with the LAP2b-tdTomato lentivirus, cells were allowed to differentiate for 48 h and 

then fixed and processed for immunocytochemistry as described earlier. The fixed cells were 

stained with an antibody against LAP2b (SI Appendix, Table S2). Images were recorded with a 

Zeiss LSM800 laser-scanning microscope with a 20´/0.80 objective (air) and processed with Zen 

2010 or Zen Blue 2.3 software (all from Zeiss). All images were maximum intensity projections 

of z-stacks. Images were exported into ImageJ (https://imagej.nih.gov/ij), and fluorescence 
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intensity was normalized to nuclear area (mm2) 

To quantify polarization of LAP2b and lamin B2, image stacks of wild-type and Lmnb1–/– 

neurons were analyzed using Zen software (Zeiss). Cells were stained with antibodies against 

lamin B2 and LAP2b (SI Appendix, Table S2), and DNA was stained with DAPI. Individual nuclei 

(defined by DAPI) were boxed with the Zen Profile Function (SI Appendix, Fig. S4A). The 

distribution of LAP2b and lamin B2 fluorescent signals were measured and plotted along the 

diameter of the cell nucleus in the direction of polarization. If the signal intensity of LAP2b or 

lamin B2 was higher on one side of the nucleus (relative to the midpoint of the diameter of the 

nucleus), they were considered polarized. 

To quantify numbers of gH2AX foci in cell nuclei, cells were stained with an antibody 

against gH2AX (SI Appendix, Table S2) and DNA was stained with DAPI. Individual nuclei, 

defined by DAPI staining, were categorized as either having or lacking gH2AX foci. 

Live-cell Imaging. Neurospheres were plated on a poly-L-ornithine–coated 6-well plate 

containing 2-mm glass wells (MatTek), and MEFs were plated on an uncoated 6-well plate 

containing 2-mm glass wells. Live-cell imaging was performed with a Zeiss LSM 800 confocal 

microscope equipped with a Plan Apochromat 20´/0.80 objective at 37°C with 5% CO2 

(maintained with TempModule S1 CO2 Module S1 from Zeiss). Z-stacks were acquired from 

fluorescence and transmission channels. Image sequences were analyzed with Zen Blue 2.3 

software (Zeiss) with linear adjustments applied uniformly to the entire image. Images were 

reconstructed and displayed as maximum intensity projections. Nuclear membrane ruptures in 

interphase cells were identified by escape of NLS-GFP into the cytoplasm. Even in cells with high 

levels of NLS-GFP expression, NLS-GFP was confined to the nucleus. Video microscopy images 
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were recored every 5 min or every 10 min, making it unlikely that we avoid detection of NM 

ruptures.   

Flow Cytometry. Cells were sorted in the UCLA Jonsson Comprehensive Cancer Center (JCCC) 

and the Center for AIDS Research Flow Cytometry Core Facility on a FACSAria I(II) High-Speed 

Cell Sorter using a 488-nm blue laser (to sort for cells with NLS-GFP) and a 633-nm red laser to 

sort for cells transduced with the LAP2b-tdTomato lentivirus. 

Cell Stretching. Stretching MEFs on polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) membranes was performed 

as described (33). Cells were seeded on flexible PDMS membranes (1-mm-thick). The membranes 

were stretched 5 mm at 0.5 Hz for 2 h.  

Statistical Analyses. Statistical analyses were performed with GraphPad QuickCalcs 

(www.graphpad.com). The percentages of cells with NM ruptures or gH2AX foci were analyzed 

with a c2 test. Differences in ratios of NM ruptures over the total number of cells imaged were 

analyzed with an unpaired Student’s t-test. 
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Figures and Figure Legends 

 

Fig. 1. Forebrain-specific inactivation of Lmnb1 results in reduced neuronal cell density, reduced 

LAP2b expression, and nuclear membrane (NM) ruptures. (A–B) Fluorescence microscopy images 
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of the cerebral cortex of E18.5 Lmnb1fl/fl ROSAnT-nG (A) and Emx1-Cre Lmnb1fl/fl ROSAnT-nG (B) 

mouse embryos. The ROSAnT-nG transgene produces a nuclear-targeted tdTomato reporter in the 

absence of Cre and a nuclear-targeted GFP in the presence of Cre. tdTomato is colored red; GFP 

is colored green. Sections were stained with antibodies against the inner nuclear membrane protein 

LAP2b (white) and GFP (green). Scale bars, 50 μm. (C–D) Higher-magnification images of 

cortical plate (CP) neurons and ventricular zone (VZ) cells in E18.5 Lmnb1fl/fl ROSAnT-nG (C) and 

Emx1-Cre Lmnb1fl/fl ROSAnT-nG (D) mouse embryos. DNA was stained with DAPI (blue). Yellow 

arrows point to NM ruptures in CP neurons in the Emx1-Cre Lmnb1fl/fl ROSAnT-nG embryo. CP 

neurons with NM ruptures exhibited reduced levels of LAP2b and uneven LAP2b distribution 

along the nuclear rim. LAP2b distribution was normal in VZ cells of Emx1-Cre Lmnb1fl/fl ROSAnT-

nG embryos, and the fluorescent reporter was largely confined to the nucleus. The VZ contains 

dividing cells; consequently, low levels of GFP were detected in the cytoplasm of some cells. Scale 

bars, 10 μm. (E) Immunofluorescence microscopy of the cerebral cortex in E18.5 Lmnb1fl/fl 

ROSAnT-nG and Emx1-Cre Lmnb1fl/fl ROSAnT-nG mouse embryos after staining sections with an 

antibody against caspase 3 (a marker of apoptotic cell death; green). Caspase 3 was confined to 

CP neurons and was absent from cells of the VZ. DNA was stained with DAPI (blue). Scale bars, 

100 μm. 
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Fig. 2. LAP2b expression in Lmnb1–/– (lamin B1 knockout; B1KO) embryos. (A) 

Immunofluorescence microscopy of Lmnb1+/+ (wild-type; WT) and Lmnb1–/– (B1KO) neurons 

after staining cells with an antibody against LAP2b (white). Red arrows point to B1KO neurons 

with low levels of LAP2b and/or abnormally distributed LAP2b along the nuclear rim. Scale bars, 

10 μm. (B) Transcript levels for Tmpo (the gene for LAP2b) in WT and B1KO neurons. Neurons 

had been differentiated in culture for 48 h. Transcript levels were normalized to Ppia transcripts. 

Bar graph shows mean ± SEM; n = 3 independent experiments. ***P < 0.0005; unpaired Student’s 
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t-test. (C) Immunofluorescence microscopy of B1KO neurons that expressed a nuclear-localized 

GFP (NLS-GFP, green) after staining the cells with an antibody against LAP2b. In the top row, 

LAP2b is white; in the bottom row, LAP2b is red. Yellow arrows point to neurons with a nuclear 

membrane (NM) rupture. LAP2b levels were low in neurons with a NM rupture. Scale bars, 10 

μm.  
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Fig. 3. Reducing LAP2b expression in lamin B1–deficient (B1KO) neurons with siLAP2b (a 

small-interfering RNA against Tmpo) increases nuclear membrane (NM) ruptures and results in 

more cell death. (A) Transcript levels for Tmpo in Lmnb1+/+ (wild-type; WT) and B1KO neurons 

that had been transfected with siLAP2b or a control siRNA (siControl). Bar depicts the mean in 

two experiments; dots show results in two independent experiments; transcript levels were 

normalized to Ppia transcripts. Neurons were examined 24 h after transfections. (B) Confocal 

micrographs of B1KO neurons transfected with siLAP2b or siControl. Neurons were stained with 

an antibody against LAP2b (white in the left panels; red in the merged image). DNA was stained 
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with DAPI (blue). Scale bars, 10 μm. (C) Percentages of siLAP2b- or siControl-transfected B1KO 

neurons with a NM rupture. ***P < 0.0005; χ2 test. Mean ± SEM; n = 3 independent experiments; 

20 h of imaging/experiment. Dots depict percentages in three independent experiments. In three 

independent experiments, a total of 150 siLAP2b-transfected neurons and 125 control siRNA–

transfected neurons were analyzed. (D) Ratio of the total number of NM ruptures to the number of 

neurons counted. Dots depict ratios in three independent experiments. *P < 0.05; unpaired 

Student’s t-test. In three independent experiments, a total of 150 siLAP2b-transfected neurons and 

125 control siRNA–transfected neurons were analyzed. (E–F) Bar graphs depict the mean time 

between NM ruptures (E) and the mean duration of NM ruptures (F) in siLAP2b- or siControl-

transfected B1KO neurons (mean ± SD; >35 NM ruptures analyzed/group). ***P<0.0005; 

unpaired Student’s t-test. (G) Confocal micrographs of siLAP2b- or siControl-transfected B1KO 

neurons that expressed NLS-GFP (white). Larger numbers of NM ruptures (evident by escape of 

GFP into the cytoplasm and/or sudden loss of GFP fluorescence within the cell nucleus; yellow 

arrows) were observed in siLAP2b-transfected B1KO neurons. Scale bars, 25 μm. (H) Confocal 

micrographs of siLAP2b- or siControl-transfected B1KO neurons after staining with antibodies 

against LAP2b (red) and caspase 3 (white); DNA was stained with DAPI (blue). Scale bars, 20 

μm.  
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Fig. 4. Higher levels of LAP2b expression in differentiated B1KO neurons prevents nuclear 

membrane (NM) ruptures. WT and B1KO neurons were transduced with a lentivirus encoding a 

LAP2b-tdTomato fusion protein (LAP2b-tdTomato). (A) Fluorescence intensity in nontransduced 

and LAP2b-tdTomato–transduced B1KO neurons. Mean ± SD. ***P < 0.0001; unpaired Student’s 

t-test. After staining neurons with an antibody against LAP2b, confocal micrographs were 

recorded and ten images were analyzed by ImageJ. Fluorescence intensity for each nucleus was 

quantified and normalized to nuclear area (in mm2). (B) Immunofluorescence microscopy of 
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nontransduced and LAP2b-tdTomato–transduced B1KO neurons.  Cells were stained with an 

antibody against LAP2b (white in the left panels; red in the merged image). DNA was stained with 

DAPI (blue). Scale bars, 10 μm. (C) Time-lapse microscopy study of NLS-GFP–expressing B1KO 

neurons (green) that had been incubated with a LAP2b-tdTomato lentivirus. The neurons were not 

subjected to drug selection; hence, some of the neurons did not express LAP2b-tdTomato (red). 

(Top) Micrographs of a field containing NLS-GFP–expressing neurons that were successfully 

transduced with LAP2b-tdTomato. NM ruptures were never observed in NLS-GFP–expressing 

neurons that expressed LAP2b-tdTomato. (Bottom) Confocal micrographs of another field in 

which several cells expressed NLS-GFP but no LAP2b-tdTomato. Neurons that expressed only 

NLS-GFP exhibited NM ruptures (evident by escape of GFP into the cytoplasm) (magenta arrows). 

Scale bars, 20 μm. (D) Percentages of NLS-GFP–expressing nontransduced neurons (n = 148) and 

LAP2b-tdTomato–transduced B1KO neurons (n = 101) that had at least one NM rupture (detected 

by escape of GFP into the cytoplasm). Mean ± SEM; n = 3 independent experiments; 20 h of 

imaging/experiment. Dots depict percentages in three independent experiments. ***P < 0.0005; 

χ2 test. No NM ruptures were detected in 101 LAP2b-tdTomato–transduced B1KO neurons. A 

total of 148 nontransduced B1KO neurons were evaluated in the three experiments. (E) Ratio of 

the total number of NM ruptures in nontransduced and LAP2b-tdTomato–transduced B1KO 

neurons divided by the total number of neurons analyzed. Mean ± SEM; n = 3 independent 

experiments; ***P < 0.0005; unpaired Student’s t-test. No NM ruptures were observed in LAP2b-

tdTomato–transduced B1KO neurons. A total of 148 nontransduced B1KO neurons were 

evaluated. (F) Percentages of nontransduced and LAP2b-tdTomato–transduced B1KO neurons 

with gH2AX foci. 240 LAP2b-tdTomato–transduced B1KO neurons and 156 nontransduced 

B1KO neurons were analyzed. Mean ± SEM; n = 3 independent experiments. ***P < 0.0005; χ2 
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test. The total number of neurons scored are recorded with each bar. (G) Confocal micrographs of 

nontransduced and LAP2b-tdTomato–transduced B1KO neurons after staining the cells with 

antibodies against LAP2b (red) and the DNA damage marker gH2AX (white). Scale bars, 10 μm. 
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Fig. 5. Reducing LAP2b expression in Lmnb1–/–Lmnb2–/–Lmna–/– fibroblasts (triple knockout; 

TKO) with siLAP2b (a small-interfering RNA against Tmpo) increases the frequency of nuclear 

membrane (NM) ruptures and cell death. (A) Transcript levels for Tmpo (the gene for LAP2b) in 

wild-type (WT) and TKO MEFs transfected with siLAP2b or a control siRNA (siControl). Means 

from two independent experiments; dots show results in the two independent experiments; 
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transcript levels were normalized to Ppia. Analyses were performed 24 h after the transfection. 

**P < 0.005; unpaired Student’s t-test. (B) Immunofluorescence micrographs of TKO MEFs 

transfected with siLAP2b or siControl. MEFs were stained with an antibody against LAP2b (red). 

DNA was stained with DAPI (blue). Scale bars, 50 μm. (C) Percentages of siLAP2b- and control 

siRNA–transfected TKO MEFs with at least one NM rupture. In 140 control siRNA–transfected 

TKO MEFs analyzed in three independent experiments, NM ruptures were detected in 23 cells. In 

210 siLAP2b-transfected TKO MEFs, 60 cells had a NM rupture. Mean ± SEM; n = 3 independent 

experiments, dots show the percentages in each experiment (20 h of imaging/experiment). **P = 

0.009; χ2 test. (D) Ratio of total number of total NM ruptures over the total number of MEFs 

evaluated. Mean ± SEM; n = 3 independent experiments, dots show the ratio in each experiment 

(20 h of imaging/experiment). In 140 control siRNA–transfected TKO MEFs analyzed in three 

experiments, 58 NM ruptures were detected. In 210 siLAP2b-transfected TKO MEFs, 213 NM 

ruptures were detected. *P < 0.05; unpaired Student’s t-test. (E) NM rupture duration in siLAP2b- 

or siControl-transfected TKO MEFs (mean ± SD; >35 NM ruptures/group). (F) Percentages of 

siLAP2b- or control siRNA–transfected TKO MEFs that had a NM rupture and subsequently died 

during 20 h of imaging. Mean ± SEM; n = 3 independent experiments; dots show the percentage 

in each experiment. Of the 23 control siRNA–transfected TKO MEFs that exhibited a NM rupture, 

1 died. Of 60 siLAP2b-transfected TKO MEFs that exhibited a NM rupture, 16 died. *P = 0.024; 

χ2 test. (G) Confocal micrographs of siLAP2b- or siControl-transfected TKO MEFs that expressed 

NLS-GFP (white). Numerous NM ruptures (magenta arrows) were observed in the siLAP2b-

transfected TKO MEFs, evident by escape of GFP into the cytoplasm and/or sudden loss of GFP 

fluorescence within the cell nucleus. Scale bars, 25 μm. (H) Percentages of siLAP2b- or control 

siRNA–transfected TKO MEFs that exhibited nuclear gH2AX foci. Bars depict the mean from two 
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independent experiments (140 control siRNA–transfected TKO MEFs and 173 siLAP2b-

transfected TKO MEFs scored); dots depict percentages in the two experiments.  
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Fig. 6. Transduction of wild-type and TKO MEFs with a lentivirus encoding a LAP2b-tdTomato 

fusion protein prevents nuclear membrane (NM) ruptures and reduces DNA damage. (A) 

Transcript levels for Tmpo (the gene for LAP2b) in nontransduced or LAP2b-tdTomato–

transduced TKO MEFs (mean ± SEM; n = 3 independent experiments). Transcript levels were 

normalized to Ppia transcripts. **P = 0.0079; unpaired Student’s t-test. (B) Percentages of 

nontransduced and LAP2b-tdTomato–transduced TKO MEFs that had a NM rupture event during 

20 h of live-cell imaging. In 141 nontransduced TKO MEFs, 34 MEFs had a NM rupture. In 103 

LAP2b-tdTomato–expressing MEFs, only 1 cell had a NM rupture. Mean ± SEM from three 
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independent experiments (20 h of imaging/experiment). ***P < 0.0005; χ2 test. Black dots depict 

percentages in each experiment. (C) Ratio of the number of NM ruptures in TKO MEFs and 

LAP2b-tdTomato–transduced MEFs over the total number of cells analyzed. In 141 nontransduced 

TKO MEFs, there were 69 NM ruptures. In 103 LAP2b-tdTomato–expressing MEFs, there was 

only one NM rupture. Mean ± SEM from 3 independent experiments; **P = 0.0055; unpaired 

Student’s t-test. Black dots depict ratios in each experiment. (D) Percentages of nontransduced and 

LAP2b-tdTomato–transduced TKO MEFs with gH2AX foci. Mean ± SEM from three independent 

experiments; ***P<0.0005; χ2 test. Black dots depict ratios in each experiment. In three 

independent experiments, 50 nontransduced and 101 LAP2b-tdTomato–expressing MEFs were 

analyzed. (E) Percentages of nontransduced and LAP2b-tdTomato–transduced TKO MEFs with a 

NM rupture when plated on PDMS membranes under static conditions. In 172 nontransduced TKO 

MEFs, 29 MEFs had a NM rupture. In 195 LAP2b-tdTomato–expressing MEFs, there were no 

NM ruptures. Shown are mean percentages ± SEM from three independent experiments; 

***P<0.0001; χ2 test. Black dots depict percentages in each experiment. (F) Percentages of 

nontransduced and LAP2b-tdTomato–transduced TKO MEFs with a NM rupture when the cells 

were subjected to uniaxial stretching on a PDMS membrane for 2 h. In 151 nontransduced TKO 

MEFs, 79 MEFs had a NM rupture. Among 198 LAP2b-tdTomato–expressing MEFs, three cells 

had a NM rupture. Shown are mean ± SEM from three independent experiments; ***P<0.0001; 

χ2 test. Black dots depict percentages in each experiment. (G) Immunofluorescence microscopy of 

nontransduced and LAP2b-tdTomato–transduced TKO MEFs under static and stretched 

conditions. The TKO MEFs expressed NLS-GFP (green) alone or NLS-GFP and LAP2b-

tdTomato (red). DNA was stained with DAPI (blue). Magenta arrows point to NM ruptures. Scale 

bars, 10 μm.  
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Supplemental Figures and Figure Legends 

 

Supplemental Figure 1. Inactivation of Lmnb1 in the forebrain results in low levels of LAP2b 

and an abnormal distribution of LAP2b along the nuclear rim. (A–B) Confocal micrographs of 

sections of the cerebral cortex in a wild-type mouse (Lmnb1+/+) (A) and a forebrain-specific lamin 

B1–deficient mouse (Emx1-Cre Lmnb1fl/fl) (B). Sections were stained with an antibody against 

LAP2b (green); DNA was stained with DAPI (blue). Scale bars: 50 μm in (A); 10 μm in (B). 
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Supplemental Figure 2. Lmnb1 deficiency in cortical neurons results in low levels of LAP2b in 

the nucleus and abnormally distributed LAP2b along the nuclear rim. Confocal micrographs show 

maximum intensity projections of z-stacks of wild-type (WT) and Lmnb1–/– (B1KO) neurons after 

staining with antibodies against LAP2b (green) and the centrosome marker pericentrin (magenta). 

The boxed regions are shown at higher magnification on the right. Yellow arrows point to the 

centrosome. Scale bars: 10 μm (left); 10 µm (right).  
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Supplemental Figure 3. LAP2b and lamin B2 are polarized to the same side of the nucleus in 

lamin B1–deficient neurons. (A) Immunofluorescence micrographs (maximum intensity 

projections of z-stacks) of the cortical plate of the forebrain of E18.5 wild-type (Lmnb1fl/fl) and 

lamin B1–deficient (Emx1-Cre Lmnb1fl/fl) mouse embryos. Sections were stained with antibodies 

against LAP2b red) and lamin B2 (green); DNA was stained with DAPI (blue). Scale bars, 10 μm. 

(B) Confocal micrographs (maximum intensity projections of z-stacks) of differentiated wild-type 

and Lmnb1–/– (B1KO) neurons after staining with antibodies against LAP2b (red) and lamin B2 

(green); DNA was stained with DAPI (blue). LAP2b and lamin B2 were polarized to the same side 

of the nucleus, but the extent of lamin B2 polarization was greater. Scale bars, 10 μm. 
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Supplemental Figure 4. The distribution of LAP2b and lamin B2 is polarized in lamin B1–

deficient neurons. (A) Wild-type and Lmnb1–/– (B1KO) neurons were stained with antibodies 

against LAP2b (red) and lamin B2 (green) and DNA was stained with DAPI (blue). The 

distributions of LAP2b and lamin B2 in the nucleus were analyzed with the Zen Profile tool, where 

nuclei are individually boxed. The profiles of LAP2b and lamin B2 are superimposed on top of 
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confocal microscope images (maximum intensity projections of z-stacks). Scale bars, 10 μm. (B) 

Fluorescent intensity plots for LAP2b and lamin B2 in ten representative wild-type neurons. The 

midpoint of the nucleus is marked by a dotted blue line. The fluorescence intensities for LAP2b 

(red) and lamin B2 (green) are equally distributed on either side of the midline, indicating that 

there is no polarization. (C) Fluorescent intensity plots for LAP2b and lamin B2 in ten 

representative B1KO neurons. Note that the distribution of both LAP2b (red) and lamin B2 (green) 

is higher on one side of the midline, indicating that their distribution is polarized. 
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Supplemental Figure 5. LAP2b expression in wild-type (WT) neurons that had been transfected 

with siLAP2b (a small-interfering RNA against Tmpo) or a control siRNA (siControl). (A) 

Neurons were stained with an antibody against LAP2b (red); DNA was stained with DAPI (blue). 

Scale bars, 20 μm. (B) Time-lapse microscopy images of NLS-GFP–expressing wild-type (WT) 

neurons (green) that had been transfected with siLAP2b. No nuclear membrane ruptures were 

observed in NLS-GFP–expressing WT neurons. Scale bar, 50 μm. 
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Supplementary Tables 

Table S1. Oligonucleotide primers for qRT-PCR 

Gene Species Sequences (5¢–3¢) 

Cyclophilin A 

(Ppia) 

Mouse tgagcactggagagaaagga 

ccattatggcgtgtaaagtca 

LAP2 

(Tmpo) 

Mouse ggagtgaatcctggtccattg 

gactgttggaagaggagtagagg 

Table S2. Antibodies used for immunofluorescence microscopy 

Antigen Antibody Species Company ICC* IHC* 

LAP2β [27] Monoclonal Mouse BD Transduction 
Laboratories 

1:500 1:500 

Cleaved Caspase-3 Polyclonal Rabbit Cell Signaling 
Technology 

1:1000 1:1000 

Pericentrin Polyclonal Rabbit Abcam 1:1000  

Lamin B2 Monoclonal Rabbit Abcam 1:1000 1:1000 

GFP Polyclonal Rabbit Invitrogen  1:1000 

γ-H2AX Monoclonal Rabbit EMD Millipore 1:1000  

*ICC, immunocytochemistry; IHC, immunohistochemistry  

Table S3. Sequence of the siRNA used to knock down LAP2β expression 

Gene Species siRNA cDNA target sequence (5¢–3¢) 

Tmpo Mouse GCAGGAAAGCCACAAAGAAAACTGATAAGCCCAGGCTAGAAGATAA
AGATGATCTGGATGTGACAGAGCTCTCTAATGAAGAACTTCTGGATCA
GCTTGTAAGATATGGAGTGAATCCTGGTCCCATTGTGGGAACAACCAG
GAAGCTATATGAGAAGAAGCTGTTGAAGCTGAGGGAGCAGGGAACTG
AATCGAGATCCTCTACTCCTCTTCCAACAGTCTCTTCCTCTGCAGAAA
ACACAAGGCAGAATGGAAGTAACGACTCTGACAGATACAGCGACAAT
GATGAAGGAAAGAAGAAAGAACACAAGAAAGTGAAGTCCGCTAGGG
ATTGTGTTCCTTTTTCTGAACTTGCATCTACTCCCTCTGGTGCATTTTTT
CAGGGTATTTCTTTCCCTGAAATCTCCACCCGTCCTCCTTTGGGCAGGA
CTGAACTG 
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Supplementary Movie Legends 

Movie S1. B1KO neurons exhibit nuclear membrane ruptures in the absence of LAP2b -

tdTomato expression. B1KO neurons expressing NLS-GFP (green) were imaged over 5 h. 

Nuclear membrane ruptures were present in two B1KO neurons, evident by the presence of NLS-

GFP in the cytoplasm. Individual frames were collected every 10 min. This movie shows 3 frames 

per second. 

Movie S2.  B1KO neurons expressing the LAP2b-tdTomato fusion protein do not have 

nuclear membrane ruptures.  B1KO neurons expressing LAP2b-tdTomato (red) and NLS-GFP 

(green) appear yellow or orange. Cells were imaged over 5 h. Individual frames were collected 

every 10 min. This movie shows 3 frames per second. 

 

 

 




